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When Rav Atiyah's book "Lech Lecha" first came to my attention, I immediately knew 
that we had to translate it. While it is a sharp and straight-forward call to the Jews of 
the Diaspora to come home to the Land of Israel, it lay dormant in Hebrew, waiting to 
be given an avenue to reach its intended audience in the non-Hebrew speaking 
world. 
  
The time of the publication of this translation could not be more appropriate.  At 
Kumah, we believe that the era of ingathering to Israel has arrived, as the era of the 
Exile is waning. We are proud to bring you this book, which we believe will give you 
the conviction to rise up and awaken those around you! 
  
Rabbi Mordechai Atiyah was born in 1898 in Aleppo and later moved to Mexico City 
to become the rabbi of the Aleppo Jewish community there. He was instrumental in 
setting up Torah classes, schools, and a ritual purification Mikva.  As a rabbi and 
kabbalist he always spoke much of the commandment to settle the Land of Israel, 
and in 1936 he came on Aliyah with his wife and nine children. For almost 20 years 
Rabbi Atiyah was an emissary of the rabbinate: he traveled the world collecting 
money for Israel and preached and wrote about the miracles of the War of 
Independence and the birth of the State of Israel. In 1967 he opened up a yeshiva for 
the study of kabbalah named "HaChayim VeHaShalom" (Life and Peace) and 
continued to write prolifically. Throughout, he maintained that it is incumbent upon 
Jews to make Aliyah, to leave the exile and make Israel their home. Rabbi Atiyah 
passed away in Jerusalem in 1978 and is buried on the Mount of Olives. 
  
This book is lovingly dedicated to the memory of Chaim ben Shlomo Gove and 
Yoseph ben Yishayahu Masri. These two men were brothers-in-law, both born in 
Mexico, and both merited to ultimately make aliyah – but not in their lifetime, as their 
families interred them in the Land of Israel after their passing.  This book is dedicated 
by those families who believe in the message of Rav Atiyah, who are thankful that 
their beloved fathers are buried in the bosom of Eretz Yisrael, and whose children 
are already flourishing in the Land of Milk and Honey. 
  
"Lech Lecha" is a short easy read, yet filled with mystical concepts that are not 
always easy to assimilate. Unfortunately, we Jews are good at assimilating out, but 
not always so good at assimilating inward. We have a lot to learn to about the 
centrality of our land to our culture, our nationhood, and our spirit, and that is why 
Kumah's 'Lech Lecha' project is so important – it teaches us to recall and relive those 
ancient yearnings, and to manifest them in the modern setting of the State of Israel 
on the Land of Israel. 
  
We are proud to host and disseminate such a clear Torah message during this age of 
confusion. Harken to the book's message and you will hear a voice of clarity that will 
guide you home. 
  
Yishai Fleisher 
Kumah 
 



Introduction  
 

May the Creator be Blessed and may His Glory be Raised,  
for He has given us a True Torah, the Torah of the saintly Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai, 
in which are explained the words of the Holy Zohar regarding a Heavenly Voice  
that declares to each and every person:  
“LECH LECHA- Get yourself going” to the Land of Israel.   
 
To have the People of Israel dwell in the Land of Israel is a Heavenly need, as it 
facilitates the uniting of the upper worlds. So wrote the saintly Kabbalist sage Rabbi 
Y. Hayat: “This is the rule: Things in the lower worlds arouse the upper forces; 
nothing else can arouse them."1 

 
Chapter 1 
 
Jewish People Bring Abundance by Living in the Land 
 
By virtue of Israel‟s dwelling in its Land, the abundance of all the worlds will multiply, 
so as to be emptied onto our Land. Thus will be fulfilled G-d's promise to Avraham, 
And you shall be a blessing,2 as is explained in the Holy Zohar (Breishit 78a): "And 
you shall be a blessing – from the side of the Land of Israel." 
 
The saintly Rakanati wrote:3  
 G-d uprooted Avraham from his natural place and planted him anew in an 
inner location in the Land of Israel – for there the blessings would be manifest upon 
him…   

The words And you shall be a blessing allude to the fact that Avraham 
himself will be a blessing (brachah, in Hebrew), just like a water pool (breichah) that 
purifies those who are impure.  And our Land, the gate to the heavens,4 will be a 
source of abundance, both materially and spiritually, for the entire world.   

As is written in the Sifri5 and explained by Rashi on the verse, Iron and 
copper are your locks, and your strength shall increase [overflow] each day:6 
"For as long as you [plural] fulfill G-d's will, the Land of Israel will be blessed with 
produce [for export], and silver and gold will overflow from the other lands into the 
Land." 

And spiritual abundance will also be rooted in the Land of Israel, as is written, 
From Zion, Torah shall come forth.7 

 
Chapter 2 
 
The More Jews in the Land, the Better 
 
In order that all this abundance and blessing be actualized, there must be a great 
wealth of Jews in the Land of Israel, as taught by the Holy Zohar (Lech Lecha 80a):  
When Avraham saw that famine had hit the Land, he realized that the land was not 
yet perfected and ready to be sanctified – and that it could not be perfected under the 
current conditions. How did he know this? Because G-d told him that He had given 
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the land to "your seed" – not to "you and your seed." He thus understood that the 
land could not be sanctified without the "holy seed," his descendants that were to be 
born from him. He therefore left the land and went down to Egypt to make the 
necessary "repairs" from without. 
 
Chapter 3 
 
The Torah's Secrets are Within Grasp 
 
We can now deduce that if Avraham Avinu, the Leader of all Believers, was unable to 
grasp the secret of the Upper Land until he entered the Lower Land, and if he was 
also unable to bring down the abundance of holiness and purity to the land until his 
descendants inherited it - how much more so is this true for us. It is thus clearly a 
holy obligation upon every person who fears and stands in awe of the word of G-d to 
come to the Land of Israel, for several reasons: In order to attain even a little of its 
holiness and purity, and to increase the abundance and holiness in the Land, and to 
restore the Divine Presence to the Land, as the saintly Ohr HaChaim wrote in his 
commentary to the verse אלוקיך דורש' ארץ אשר ה , The land that Hashem your G-d 
constantly scrutinizes and cares for:8  

"The Torah was careful to write 'your G-d,' to make note that it is to the Land's 
credit and praise when G-d places His G-dliness on Israel; but when Israel is exiled 
from the Land and the Divine Presence is not in their midst, there is not as much 
praise for the Land."  
 
Chapter 4 
 
He Who Comes to the Land, Comes Nearer to His Source 
 
The Holy Alshikh, too, wrote the following in his commentary to the verse in Parashat 
Emor, כי תבואו אל הארץ אשר אני נותן, When you come to the Land I give you:9  

"This verse tells us that now that you [plural] are in the Land, your presence 
sanctifies the Land, thus improving its quality! For I [G-d] did not say, 'When you go 
to the Land,' but rather 'When you come to the Land'-  to tell you that your 'going' to 
the Land is actually like 'coming' to it - because the very source of your souls is found 
in the Upper Land corresponding to the [Lower] Land, with the sanctity of the Upper 
Land constantly hovering upon the [Lower] Land - such that the essential aspect of 
Israel's existence is in the Land of Israel.  And this is why whenever the Torah talks 
about going to the Land, it states the word 'coming' – but when it refers to places 
outside the Land, it says 'going,' as for instance regarding Jacob when it says, 'He 
went to Haran.'  This is because when you go to the Land, you come to your chief 
inner source, whereas when you are in other lands, you are outside your own 
authority and outside yourselves." 
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Chapter 5 
 
Fortunate is One Who Hears a Heavenly Voice 
 
Fortunate is one who prepares himself properly and merits to hear the Heavenly 
Voice announcing to him, “Lech Lecha – Go to your Land.”  As the saintly Gerrer 
Rebbe wrote in his seminal work Sfat Emet on Parashat Lech Lecha: 
 "The Ramban [Nachmanides] asked why the Torah tells us that Avraham was 
told to go to the Land and receive all the blessings, etc. - without having told us 
beforehand why Hashem chose him in the first place.  Based on the Zohar, the 
answer appears to be that this itself is Avraham‟s praise. For G-d tells everyone 
„Lech Lecha‟- but they don‟t hear it! As the Zohar says, 'Woe to those who sleep in 
their holes‟ – but Avraham Avinu heard the voice and accepted it.  Therefore the 
Torah stated that this was told to him, of all people, for he was the only one who 
actually listened. And this is his praise: that he was ready to accept that which G-d 
told him.” 
 
We find a similar thought expressed by the Beit Yosef (Rabbi Yosef Karo, author of 
the Shulchan Arukh), as he and his colleagues were privileged to hear from the 
Maggid.  As the Shelah HaKadosh wrote:10  

“Go up to the Land of Israel. For not all times are the same, and there is 
nothing preventing G-d from saving us with whatever means available. Don't be 
worried about your material goods – for you will be privileged to eat the good of the 
Upper Land. And if you are willing and if you listen, then you will be able to eat of the 
good of that Land.  Therefore, hasten and go up." 
 
Chapter 6 
 
The Reason for Stalling Aliyah  
 
If we would like to know the motivation of those who, throughout the generations, 
stubbornly remain outside the Land or write against the settlement of the Land, it is 
found in the Zohar (Vayechi, page 225a): 
 For the sacred air and the holy spirit has been removed from them, and they 
breathe the air and ambience of the impure "other side" outside the Land. 
 
And if this is said about the holy Amoraim11, then how much more so is this true in 
our own day.  And so wrote the pious Rabbi Y. Alkalai:12 
 The serpent placed in the hearts of the Sages of Israel the idea that it is 
forbidden to speak about the Redemption.  They feel that the verse Don’t let 
Hashem be silent [about the return to Zion]13 was said only to the Ministering 
Angels, and that the Ingathering of the Exiles will happen of its own accord, without 
our arousal. This extends the Exile. 
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Chapter 7 
 
The Evil Inclination is the Key  
 
Based on all the above, we see that it is not easy for people to overcome themselves 
and move to the Land of Israel. For the Evil Inclination entices them with all sorts of 
tricks, shows them reasons why they need not move to the Land, and even dares to 
say that it is forbidden to make Aliyah!  This lure of the Sitra Achra [the evil Other 
Side] is directed chiefly at great Torah scholars and the very pious.14   
 
Every righteous and wise person who makes Aliyah to the Land of Israel thus defeats 
Samael and the evil Plonit.  Let us see what the Holy Ohr HaChaim wrote on this 
verse in Genesis:  

 אוסרי לגפן עירה
He loads his donkey with a grapevine (49,11) 

 
 “I was shown in a dream that I struggled with the male, and I easily overcame 

him and toppled him with my strength. With the female, however, I was forced to use 
all my strength several times, and only then was I able to throw her down a few 
steps, but not like her husband the male.”  

 
Based on all the above, 15 we see that since it is precisely the Aliyah of righteous G-
d-fearing people that accomplishes great wonders in the Holy Land and defeats the 
powers of the Other Side, that is why the Evil Inclination uses all its strength to entice 
them, in various ways, to remain in the Diaspora.16   
 
Chapter 8 
 
Those Who Remain Abroad Will Have to Face Judgment 
 
The saintly Ohr HaChaim wrote in his commentary to Leviticus 25,25:  

"The Redemption will come when people's hearts are awakened and they will 
be told, 'Is it good for you to sit on the outside, exiled from your Father's table? What 
could be more pleasurable than to be in the company of those in the Upper World, 
dependent on the table of your Father, the Eternal King blessed be He? They will 
then feel disgust at the illusionary pleasures of the world, will be filled with spiritual 
longing, will improve their ways, and then G-d will redeem His possession. And for 
this, the lords of the earth, the great men of Israel, will have to face judgment, and 
G-d will hold them responsible for the degradation of the abandoned house."  
 
 
Chapter 9 
 
The Immigrants Bring About the Return of the Divine Presence 
 
None of the above will make an impression upon those whose heart is closed. Our 
words are rather intended to uncover the eyes and awaken the hearts of those who 
truly fear the word of G-d, but who remain afar, outside the Land, just because there 
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are residents of the Land who do not keep the Torah.  But they should know that 
what we have said indicates that the Land's holiness increases as more and more G-
d-fearing people come here. On the contrary: It is a holy obligation upon them to 
ascend to Eretz Yisrael under such conditions, because it causes G-d pleasure, and 
with their return to the Land, the Divine Presence returns with them. There is nothing 
more important before G-d than this, as is written in the Tikkunim (Tikun 18) and in 
the Tikkunim of the Zohar Chadash (page 112a): "No gift is more precious to G-d 
than the gift of bringing the Divine Presence before G-d."  
 
Chapter 10 
 
Prayer in the Land of Israel: A Direct Route 
 
Prayers in the Land of Israel also have their own special value, in that they bring 
about unification in the Upper Worlds. So writes the Holy Shelah:17 

"In the early days of Israel, G-d strongly desired the prayers of Israel, and this 
is why the Patriarchs and Matriarchs were barren, in order that they would pray - but 
this occurred in the Holy Land, because it is there that Hashem wants the prayers!  
This is because, as is clear to those who understand Kabbalah, prayer arouses and 
causes Unification of G-d's Name in the worlds above, and becomes an adornment – 
because the Land is that which Hashem cares for and is part of Him. But this does 
not apply outside the Land, in the lands of the foreign nations, which are under the 
dominion of ministers [and not G-d directly]; why would Hashem want their prayers to 
link up with above?  For this would mean allowing an outsider to [enter] - the external 
minister under whose dominion the outside-the-Land worshiper dwells."  
 
The Shaarei Orah18 writes on this as well:  

"When Israel is outside the Land, they are under the purview of the ministers 
of the nations, and their prayers have no way of ascending, because the Heavenly 
gates exist only in the Land of Israel. This is what Yaakov Avinu said: "How 
awesome is this place! It can be nothing but the House of G-d, and this is the 
Gate to Heaven!" 19 – implying that outside the Land, the ways to Heaven are 
blocked up.   

"Furthermore, those ministers of the nations do not help Israel at all, as is 
written in the book of Daniel,20 "No one stand fast with Me... except for your 
guardian angel Micha'el." How much more so is this true for Samael, the 
ministering angel for Edom, who stands and constantly testifies about Israel's faults 
and tries to cause them to lose their merits.  And all those who criticize Israel in the 
lands of the Gentiles, they all stand between earth and sky as a wall blocking off 
Israel from its Father in Heaven; they are considered a blocking cloud, as is written,21 
"You have covered Yourself with a cloud so that prayer should not pass 
through." 
 
These words emanating from the mouths of such holy men are the decisive answer 
to those who ask why the prayers of all those pious and righteous men [during the 
Holocaust] were not answered when that evil man rose up against them; on the 
contrary, many of those pious people were killed enwrapped in tallit and tefillin.  
There are those who therefore ask: "This is their reward for observing the Torah?!"   
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But those who understand the above teachings of the Shelah and the Shaarei Orah, 
all of whose holy words correspond with the Wisdom of Truth, comprehend that this 
occurred because of the sin of dwelling outside the Land, against G-d's will. As the 
Zimrat HaAretz writes: "Torah and good deeds that are practiced outside the Land 
are stolen and abused by the impure ministers."  
 
This is why the pious men were not answered in their tribulations - and were certainly 
unable to bring about holy unification. This point was stipulated clearly by the AriZal, 
of holy blessed memory,22 as follows:  

"The Upper Unification was not yet actually accomplished until Avraham went 
to the Land of Israel; he brought about the Upper Unification when G-d told him, Lech 
Lecha, Go ye out of your land." 
 
The AriZal also wrote there, "While Avraham was outside the Land, the Upper 
Unification of ze'ir d'nukba23 was not done, as written above, and therefore the 
impure shell adhered to the holiness and drew from it... But when Avraham went to 
the Land of Israel, which awakened the Upper Unification of ze'ir d'nukba called the 
Land of Israel, this depleted the abundance of the impure shell and the kings 
mentioned [in this Parashah], and that is why they fought one another." (See there at 
length.) 
 
Chapter 11 
 
Evil Inclination Entices for its Own Good 
 
Based on these teachings of the AriZal, it is clear that the reason for the passivity of 
those religious Jews who continue to remain outside the Land - and especially those 
who actively write against coming here - is all because of the Evil Inclination. It 
seduces them merely for its own benefit, in order to benefit from their Torah and 
good deeds.  As the Sages teach: The greater a man is, the greater is his Evil 
Inclination.  The Evil Inclination places stumbling blocks and makes all sorts of claims 
in order that the people should remain abroad, and they in turn cause others to 
remain there - and this is the very joy of the evil angels Samael and Plonit. 
 
The issue is that every righteous person is of the element yesod (foundation), and 
every country has an element of malkhut (royalty): The Land of Israel is "royalty of 
holiness," while the other lands are "royalty of impurity (shell)."  As we saw in the 
words of the Shelah above, G-d does not want prayers from outside the Land, 
because they merely help outside and impure forces to gain a foothold in the 
Heavens.   
 
The upshot is that the righteous person living outside the Land is totally involved in 
and surrounded by impurity: Above him is the angel minister of the impure land, and 
below him is the impure land itself.  How then can he expect his prayers to ascend to 
Heaven?  But he who is privileged to immigrate to the Land of Israel - just as here on 
earth he is connected with the "royalty of holiness," so too he causes yesod and 
malkhut to be connected in the upper worlds, causing Unification of the Name above, 
as the Rakanati wrote (in the beginning of Parashat Emor): "Just as is done below, 
so is caused above." 
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Chapter 12 
 
One Who Makes Aliyah Brings the Divine Presence to the Upper and Lower 
Worlds 
 
How fortunate is one who merits the privilege of immigrating to the Eretz Yisrael and 
occupying himself in Torah in the place of holiness and purity!  For by doing so, he 
causes the Shechinah (Divine Presence) to dwell in the lower land and in the Upper 
Land, as is written in the Holy Zohar (Vaetchanan 268a), and as we learn from the 
verse: "For it is your means of survival and long life when you dwell in the 
land"24 – on the earth in general, both the lower land and the Upper Land. 
Everything we do here below, is matched above with a corresponding act. 
 
Rabbeinu Bachaye, for instance, wrote25 that one who gives charity to a poor person 
in this world causes charity (tzedakah) to be extended to Jerusalem, known as the 
"city of tzedek (righteousness)."26  Significantly, he adds that the Torah passage in 
question, dealing with charity, begins and ends with the words "your land," showing 
that even though charity is obligatory wherever one happens to be, its chief fulfillment 
is in the Land of Israel.  And not only that, but "the main fulfillment of every Torah 
commandment is in the Land of Israel, for the passage begins, 'These are the laws 
and statutes that you must keep in the Land.'" 
 
The Shaarei Orah27 writes:  

"When King Shlomo built the Holy Temple, the dwelling place of the Divine 
Presence was thus set in the Land of Israe – and then, even though it is sometimes 
concealed, it never leaves the place of its holiness, as is written, "This is My resting 
place forever; here I will dwell, for I have desired it." 28  It is also written, 
"Hashem has chosen Zion, He desired a dwelling place." 29  The word desired in 
these verses implies one who is getting further and further away from his family, and 
longs for them."   
 
This means that G-d's return to Zion is up to us; He feels bad that we are distancing 
ourselves!  It is all up to us, as written above, in the name of R. Hayat: "Unification 
with the Supreme Tzaddik is not dependent on Upper Level traits… but only upon 
Israel, the brigades of the Lower World." And since G-d "goes into exile" with Israel 
wherever they go, therefore He anxiously awaits Israel's return to Zion, so that He, 
too, will be able to return. 

 
Chapter 13 
  
You Shall Walk in His Ways 
 
The holy Ohr HaChaim wrote the following in his commentary on the verse 

 האמרת היום להיות לך לאלוקים וללכת בדרכיו' את ה
You have acknowledged the L-rd today to be your G-d,  

and to walk in His ways 
(Dvarim 26, 17) 
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"The word 'today' is explained in light of the Sages' teaching, 'Whoever lives 

outside the Land of Israel is like one who has no G-d.'  The verse emphasizes that 
you have accepted G-d today because it was the day you entered the Holy Land.  
True, Israel was still in the land of Sichon and Og - but we have already written that 
this was sanctified land, for the nation conquered it at the direction of a Prophet... 
and for this reason G-d accepted them and became their G-d, as is written, 'to be 
your G-d.' 
 
The Ohr HaChaim continues: 

"The other lands are given to the control of ministers on high, but the Land of 
Israel has no ruler other than G-d. This is why the Torah states,  

'You have acknowledged the L-rd this day' - as you enter the Land - 'to be 
your G-d.'  This is as is written in Psalms (17,2), יצא מלפניך משפטי - My judgement 
will emerge before You - meaning that our judgement 

 will not come before ministers or other rulers, but only before Hashem…"   
 
And the author of Mizmor L'Asaf writes (page 135b): 

"The Sages taught in the Talmud, in the first chapter of  
Avodah Zarah, that whoever occupies himself solely with the study of Torah 

to the exclusion of acts of kindness is like one who has no G-d, as is written,  ימים
 Israel will spend many days without a true G-d ,רבים לישראל ללא אלוהי אמת
(Chronicles II 15,3), Heaven forbid.  The meaning of this appears to be that the 
command to do acts of kindness is derived from the verse "and you shall walk in 
His ways" – meaning: Just like G-d does kindness, and  

just like G-d buries the dead, and just like G-d visits the sick, so too you 
should do the same. And one who does not emulate G-d's actions and walk in the 
way that He takes, shows that he has no G-d to follow, Heaven forbid." 
 
Based on this, we see that the idea of Aliyah to the Land of Israel is actually a Divine 
test. G-d wishes to see who are those who want to walk in His ways - by going to the 
Land of Israel, in order to connect the Divine Presence with Zion, the secret of yesod 
and malkhut - just like Avraham Avinu did when he left his homeland and went to the 
Land of Israel in order to unite the ze'ir v'nukba. 
 
Chapter 14 
 
Be Totally Faithful and Pure to Hashem 
 
Given that settling and building the Land of Israel "builds His upper chambers in 
the Heavens"30 and causes the unification of ze'ir v'nukba, as we wrote above in the 
name of Shaar HaPsukim, and causes unification in all the worlds, it is beyond man's 
ability to adequately explain the power and importance of this great matter.  Similarly, 
there is no way that a person can recount all the praise that we and the Land deserve 
when we live there.  Furthermore, it is even possible to superficially portray this 
matter in the opposite fashion, just like the student who can find 150 ways to deem a 
reptile kosher.   
 
We will therefore simply note here two passages from the Holy Zohar, and whomever 
G-d has granted understanding, and whose soul receives emanation from the source 
of holiness, will know and understand that everything is dependent upon our pure 
relationship with G-d and the fulfillment of the verse, "Be totally faithful and pure 
before Hashem" (Dvarim 18,13).  
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  Amos 9, 6 



 
The first passage31 tells us that G-d's began the commandments with a positive 
command, "I am the Lord your G-d,"32 that of belief, and similarly began his 
commands to Abraham with the positive command Lech Lecha, to go to the Land of 
Israel.   
 
The second passage is this:33 
 Rebi said: The verse "One who walks purely,"34 juxtaposed with the 
command to know that "I am the Lord your G-d,"35  teaches that a person must 
accept upon himself the yoke of G-d's kingship, and that he has no right to 
contemplate that which he cannot grasp. This is the implication of "I am the Lord 
your G-d" and you have no right to ponder that which you are not permitted.   
 
Based on these quotes from Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai, we understand that the 
commandments of accepting G-d and of going to the Land, as well as the verse 
describing one who dwells in G-d's tent as one who "walks purely," are all 
interconnected.  He who does not walk purely can also not fulfill the command of 
Lech Lecha nor that of I am the Lord your G-d, for they are all interdependent. 
 
The Medrash Rabba36 states: "If your children enter the Land, they will receive My G-
dship, and if they do not enter, they will not receive it." And the author of Ohr 
HaChama37 explains why the Jews have no foothold outside the Land:  

"This is why [the Sages teach that] one who lives outside the Land is like one 
who has no G-d - he is lower than a non-Jew, because a non-Jew at least has a 
ministering angel as his authority, under the auspices of external forces and the 
impure air of the nations' lands, where the external ministers rule.  But Israel can 
have no foothold outside the Land of Israel, because though he is holy, the land 
outside Israel is impure, therefore he has no ruler and no minister, and he is left 
powerless." 
 
And the Gaon Ya'avatz wrote in the Siddur he published:   

"Israel is called the 'G-d's inheritance,' and the Land is also His inheritance, 
and the Torah is found in both - in G-d's people on G-d's land. In truth, he who 
abandons one, abandons the other."  
 
Chapter 15 
 
Hearken to Me, You Hard-Hearted  
 
Based on the above, we can understand the Zohar passage38 that begins by 
explaining the verse, Hearken to Me, you hard-hearted who are far from 
righteousness.39  What does this verse have to do with the topic of Lech Lecha, 
which is G-d's command to the Patriarch Abraham to leave his home and go to the 
Land of Israel? 
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To understand this, we must begin with this introduction. The Wisdom of Truth 
teaches that yesod is called tzedakah, and malkhut is tzedek. This verse discusses 
the evil ones who are "far from tzedakah," or, as R. Chizkiyah is quoted in this 
passage as saying, they distance themselves from G-d, and He then distances 
Himself from them. They are then distanced from peace and wholeness as well, as is 
written, There is no peace, said G-d.40  
 
The Zohar then continues:  

"Come and see how Abraham wished to come close to G-d, and G-d brought 
him close, as is written,41 You love justice and hate evil, meaning: Because 
Abraham loved tzedek, which is malkhut, and hated evil, he was brought close to 
tzedakah, righteousness. And why was Abraham called42 Abraham, My beloved? 
Because You love justice." 
  
And the saintly Ohr HaChamah explained:  

"R. Chizkiyah explains that tzedakah refers to the Divine Presence: they don't 
want to come close to G-d, which is tiferet, and therefore the malkhut, as well, 
distances itself from them. This is why they are far from tzedek, because the malkhut 
does not separate itself from tiferet.  

"But he was faced with this difficulty: Why did the verse not say 'far from 
tzedek' [instead of 'far from tzedakah']? He therefore explained that the word 
tzedakah was used because it is malkhut, given that it is united with yesod. That is, 
when it accepts the male, it is called tzedakah, but when it does not, it is called 
tzedek. The word tzedakah was therefore used, in order to hint that they are far from 
peace. Why? Because they are 'far from tzedakah' because tzedakah refers also to 
peace, but they are not far from tzedek (strict judgment and vengeance) [as in the 
verse, You loved tzedek and hated evil' (Psalms 45,8)], which is close to 
tzedakah." 
 
Open your eyes! See that the main reason why Avraham is called "G-d's beloved" is 
because Avraham loved to bring tzedek close to tzedakah! Such a thing never was 
and never will be outside the Land of Israel, and it cannot be understood until one 
merits to be pure with Hashem. And all those who are negligent and remain outside 
the Land, they are close to tzedek - but not to tzedakah.  Neither can they connect 
tzedek (malkhut) to tzedakah (yesod), leading to the all-encompassing peace.  And 
because we are far from tzedakah, the Zohar states, we are far from peace, and this 
is the underlying reason for all the suffering that Israel was made to undergo 
throughout the years of Exile. The punishment fits the crime: Just as they distanced 
the Divine Presence from yesod, which is peace, so too the peace gets further away 
from them.   
 
This concept is written outright in the Prophets (Isaiah 62,1):  For the sake of Zion I 
will not be still, and for the sake of Jerusalem I will not be silent, which is 
interpreted as follows: For the sake of Zion (yesod) I will not be still, and for the 
sake of Jerusalem (malkhut), I will not be silent.  For as long as nothing links 
yesod and malkhut, there is no quiet or calm in the world, neither in the upper nor 
lower worlds – and it is all dependent upon us, upon whether we come to the Land of 
Israel or not, for only in the Land can there be such a link.  And whatever we do in 
the lower worlds, the same is caused above. 
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And the Shaarei Orah writes on the verse in Song of Songs:  
 גלי איככה אטנפםרחצתי את ר

I have washed my feet; how shall I now dirty them? 
 

The inner meaning of this verse is that G-d is saying: „I washed the Divine 
Presence - called the Throne of My Feet – from the filth of the lands of the Gentiles, 
when I took Israel out of the Exile, and so how can you now cause Me to walk with 
them in the lands of the Gentiles and thus sully the Divine Presence in your 
impurity?'   

 
Chapter 16 
 
The Tribulations of Exile are Caused by Dwelling Outside the Land 
 
In light of the above, it is not hard to find the reasons for all the suffering we have 
undergone throughout our history in Exile.  Clearly, it is all because of the sin of living 
abroad, outside the Land of Israel, which caused the division and separation between 
tzedek and tzedakah.  So wrote Rabbeinu Peretz, one of the Tosafists:43  
 For Hashem will smite them a mighty blow, in order that they repent of their 
ways and return with the Divine Presence from the house of bondage into and inside 
the House of the King.  
 
The Kisei Rachamim44 explains that the Kingdom has respite only in the Land of 
Israel.  And elsewhere45 he writes, "the Divine Presence is imprisoned with them – 
and about this it is said, 'A prisoner cannot free himself from captivity.'" 
 
The Holy Zohar46 writes: 
 G-d created them as one singular nation in the world, as is written, Who is 
like Your people Israel, one nation in the land,47  and they desired Him and bound 
themselves up with Him, as is written,48 ה-כי יעקב בחר לו י .  
 
The holy Mikdash Melekh explains: 
 Even though Israe is below in This World, surrounded by the kelipah (husk), 
still and all, G-d arranged that the external forces should not have control over Israel, 
as they merit to dwell in the Land of Israel, where [these forces] have no control.  In 
addition, the Holy Temple is directly aligned with Creation's Hall of Sapphire Brick, 
which is the secret of Yesod, thus that Israel is always in the grasp of and influenced 
by the middle-line lights, essential lights.  
 And this is based on the above verse, one nation in the land – the land of 
Israel, which is referred to simply as the land,  which equals49 291, or three times 
[97], in the secret understanding of the three elements daat, tiferet and yesod… 
Israel desired Him and bound themselves up with Him, meaning they accepted the 
abundance of desire… and rose up to the level of the secret of Yesod. 
 
Whoever can grasp the above and yet still remain outside the Land, his soul will cry 
in secret for preventing the unification of the three elements – daat, tiferet and yesod. 
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But he who understands will comprehend that "It is the glory of G-d to conceal a 
thing."50  
 
Similarly, the Zohar states:51 
 Come and see, the verse I am my beloved's and his desire is for me.52  It 
means this: First I must arouse myself to my beloved, and then his desire will be for 
me; first I must make the effort to find a suitable place for G-d, and then He will want 
to be with me. 
 
Chapter 17 
 
Those Who Await the Messiah While in Exile 
 
Based on the above-quoted passages, we see how praiseworthy are those who truly 
try to come to the Land of Israel – may it be as quickly as possible – on behalf of the 
honor of the Divine Presence and in order to extricate it from the Exile, and also in 
order to repair and prepare the world for the Messiah‟s arrival, as we quoted above: 
“To find him a suitable place.” 
 
Therefore, those who dilly-dally and refrain from coming to the Land, and explain that 
they are waiting for the Messiah, are making a basic error.  For one who believes in 
the Messiah and truly awaits him must do so in the Land of Israel. This is just like one 
who waits for a king must get there a few hours early in order to get a good spot, and 
to show honor to the king by waiting for him; he should not wait in his own house, 
causing the king to arrive first and have to wait for people to show up. 
 
And furthermore: It is well-known that the Messiah is to come and gather all the 
nidhei Yisrael, the cast-off and dispersed remnants of Israel. Should we then wait for 
him? Of course not!  This clearly refers only to those who are behind the Iron Curtain, 
or on the other side of the Sambatyon River, or behind mountains of darkness – but 
those who dwell comfortably in modern and free countries?  Has anyone cast them 
off or dispersed them? Can they be considered hidden or pushed away?   
 
Even the  Prophet Isaiah referred53 only to those who were "cast off" in his words, “to 
take you from the dungeons of prison, those who sit in the darkness.”  Would 
we say that the Prophet wasn‟t precise with his words, Heaven forbid? He certainly 
meant that the Messiah would come to rescue those who are lost and hidden, those 
forced to dwell behind the Iron Curtain and the like. This is what is meant in the 
Torah,54 אלוקינו' ת והנסתרות לה , the hidden is unto G-d:  It will be G-d's responsibility  
to bring back those Jews who live in concealed places - but regarding those who 
reside in “open” places, they must themselves hear the Heavenly voice calling them 
to לך לך, get yourselves out of Exile and come to the Land of Israel. They must do so 
just as the Beit Yosef, Rabbi Yosef Karo, heard such a voice from his Maggid and, as 
a result, made Aliyah to the Land. Would those who now oppose Aliyah say that the 
Beit Yosef and his comrades, and all the thousands who later went up to the Land, 
sinned in not waiting for the Messiah outside the Land?!   
 
It is therefore obvious that the Messiah will gather up those who cannot come to the 
Land on their own, those who are truly “dispersed remnants.” But those who live 
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comfortably abroad and can travel freely to the Land are obligated to make 
Aliyah to Zion right away. 
 
And so wrote Maimonides:55 
 Those who fool themselves and say that they will remain where they are until 
the Messiah comes and then they will go to Jerusalem… they sin and cause others 
to sin.  It was about this type of person that the Prophet said, "They have healed the 
hurt of the daughter of My people superficially, saying, 'Peace, peace,' when 
there is no peace."56  
 
A verse in Psalms reads57: "The L-rd shall record, when He registers His people, 
that this man was born there."  Rashi explains: "In the future, when G-d inscribes 
the idol-worshipers in infamy, He will extricate from amongst them those Jews who 
have been absorbed into them against their own will, as is written,58 "The hidden are 
unto G-d."  We see here clearly once again that the Messiah will rescue those who 
were hidden; but those who are revealed, i.e., those who know their obligation, are 
required to ascend to the Land on their own and greet the Master, G-d of Israel, in 
Zion – and the sooner, the better.59 
 
In Messianic times, the eyes of the blind on both extremes of the nation will be 
opened, as the Prophet Isaiah said, "To open the eyes of the blind" (42,7).  This 
includes those who feel that the Jews have taken rule over themselves - as if they did 
so themselves, without Hashem having pulled the strings – as well as those who feel 
"we have accomplished all this with our own strength and valor."60 Neither of 
these two groups – those who barely see the miracles, and those who see them but 
don't acknowledge G-d's role - wish to acknowledge and admit that it was "G-d's 
hand that wrought all this".61  But when the Messiah comes, both groups will see 
that it was all G-d's work, and not that of mortal man. 
 
This is in keeping with Rashi's commentary to the above-cited verse: "To open the 
eyes of the blind" – "They do not see My great works, and do not pay heart to 
return unto Me."  Rashi's words are directed at both of the above-mentioned groups. 
The first group is that of those who are "in fearful awe (hareidim) of G-d's word," 
but who still live outside the Land.  They did not direct their hearts to truly see all the 
amazing miracles and great wonders that G-d performed for us. They did not take 
heart to see how He saved us from the evil ones, those barbaric savages who 
attempted to prevent us from walking safely in our streets, who imagined they could 
cut off and destroy us, who wished to swallow us alive. But G-d is the source of all 
blessing, and "He who dwells in the heavens will laugh and scorn them".62 In His 
great mercy, love and compassion for His nation, land, and inheritance, He 
sabotaged their thoughts, upset their plans, and punished them in kind. They planned 
to expel us from the Land, and that precisely was what befell them: The Land 
spewed them out by the thousands and myriads63, they "ran as if from the sword 
though no one was chasing them",64 leaving us "houses full of all good things, 
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vineyards and orchards that you did not plant",65 property that they never would 
have given us of their own volition for all the silver and gold in the world.  Yet still, 
after all these great signs and wonders, those "hareidim" [lit., those who tremble in 
awe] continue to dwell abroad and do not return to the Land. The words of Rashi 
can be applied to them: "They do not see My great works, and do not pay heart to 
return unto Me."  
 
Along the same lines, it has been said in the name of the saintly Rabbeinu Ephraim, 
that the numerical value (gematriya) of the words "Eretz Yisrael" is equal to tuv-tuv-
lamed-bet (832), spelling the Hebrew words tet lev, meaning to "give heart" - which is 
what everyone must do to return to the Land of Israel.  
 
Rashi's words are also directed at the second aforementioned group: Those who 
dwell in the Land of Israel and saw the miracles first-hand - yet did not pay heed, nor 
did they direct their hearts, to return spiritually unto G-d.  They saw and experienced 
first-hand G-d's greatness and power in saving us. How well we know, those of us 
who were here when the State of Israel was declared, how weak were our forces, 
and how numerous and powerful were all the nations surrounding us when they 
declared war against us.  Their armies were larger, and their arsenals were stronger, 
while ours were minuscule in comparison; no one imagined that we could defeat 
them in the natural course of events. There is no way to explain our victory other than 
the fact that Hashem, in His great mercies, stood by our side and saved us.  It is also 
to those who refuse to see this that Rashi's words are directed: "They do not see My 
great works, and do not pay heart to return unto Me" to do Teshuvah (repentance), to 
simply return to G-d with all our hearts and to follow the Torah and its 
commandments. They do not observe the basic Torah imperative to "remember that 
it is Hashem your G-d Who grants you the power to succeed". 66 
 
It is true that our enemies continue to plot and scheme against us, but those who 
have genuine and total faith in G-d must know with perfect confidence that this is all 
part of the Divine plan, in order that our enemies ultimately suffer a total collapse 
from which they will never be able to arise - just as G-d "hardened [Sichon's] spirit 
and made his heart firm so that He could give him over to our hands",67 and just 
as "It was G-d's work, to strengthen their hearts for war with Israel... so that 
they would be destroyed".68 It is also so that we may turn back to Hashem with all 
our heart.  
 
 And when we do so, and when we completely recognize that our victories over our 
enemies are not the direct result of our own prowess, then we will merit to see even 
greater miracles and wonders. We will see the fulfillment of the verse "No weapon 
formed against you shall succeed",69 as the saintly Hida (Rabbi Chaim Yosef 
David Azulai) wrote on the verse "The wrath of man shall praise You, You will 
gird Yourself with the remainder of wrath".70  He explained that this refers to the 
Sages' teaching that one who acknowledges a Divine miracle that was performed for 
him will be rewarded by being saved from yet other tribulations. Similarly, the work 
Shaar HeHatzer 71 explains the verse:72 "On that day, you shall say, I will praise 
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You [though] You were angry with me," and then, in return, "Your anger is 
turned away and You will comfort me."  
 
Chapter 18 
 
Faith in G-d's Providence 
 
page 24: 
One must always recognize and believe that everything that happens in the world is 
controlled by G-d's providence.  Therefore, both of the above camps - those who say 
that they themselves, without G-d, brought about the State of Israel and its miracles, 
and those who say that the "Zionists" took control and kept Hashem away - are 
committing a grave and large sin, worse than all the other sins in the Torah, and they 
have no share in the Torah of Moses, as the Ramban wrote:73 

One cannot have a share in the Torah of Moshe if he does not believe that 
everything that occurs to us is a miracle from G-d, and that there is no such thing as 
'nature' or 'the way of the world,' neither for individuals nor for the public community. 
 
And so wrote the pious Yaavetz in his work Ohr HaChaim:  

"The foundation stone of our holy Torah, and the basis of its treasures, is the 
belief in the Divine supervision over all creatures, and especially the human race, 
and even more so regarding those who received the Torah on Mt. Sinai, for whom 
the world was created. For whatever happens to the Jew, for good or bad, happens 
only under Divine Providence.  This is true not only for events that G-d appears to 
cause directly, but also regarding those events that appear to happen by cause and 
effect, whether because of external reasons, such as inadequate air or evil company, 
or for internal reasons, such as having eaten harmful food.  Every single one of all 
the innumerable things that happen to a person - each one is registered by G-d, and 
everything is according to His judgment and decree, based on the person's sins and 
merits." 
 
Chapter 19 
 
The Establishment of the State: An Act of Divine Supervision 
 
Based on the above, how can we not tremble and be shocked when we see G-d-
fearing people say the Zionists "took control for themselves," as if denying Divine 
providence in the world. There is no greater heresy than this, as we saw above in the 
name of the saintly Ramban and Yaavetz.  Similarly, in the Talmud,74 citing the 
verse, "You are exalted as Head above all",75 Rav Chanan bar Rava derived in the 
name of Rav, "even the water carrier is appointed by Hashem." Rashi explains there 
that the reference is to the minister of the cisterns, and that the verse means that G-
d's hand is outstretched above everything, even the appointment of the water 
distributor. 
 
Given this, those who accuse the secular Zionists of "grabbing control" are similar to 
those same secular Zionists who say that it was their own strength that led to all the 
accomplishments; both of them do not take G-d into account!   
 
What of those who claim that the national awakening to return to the Land of Israel is 
sullied by the fact that it was partially led by people who do not observe the Torah?  
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And the Balfour Declaration was not written by a Jew – all this appears to indicate 
that it is against the Torah's desire?   
 
The answer is that this is G-d's will. It has precedents: Yosef HaTzaddik was first 
informed of Israel's future redemption by Egypt's Minister of Drinks when he 
recounted his dream to Yosef, including the "sprouting forth" of blossoms on the vine. 
And it is a known principle that all that happened to the Forefathers is a sign for the 
Sons. 
 
In addition, Nebuchadnezzar, one of our all-time top enemies, saw in his dream the 
Four Kingdoms, as well as the Holy Kingdom that will follow them.  And King Cyrus, 
who was not a Jew, was sent by G-d to inform us of the establishment of the Second 
Temple, and he was even called Messiah, Anointed One, as is written in Isaiah 45: 
"Thus said the Lord to His anointed one [Messiah], Cyrus."76  
 
For this reason, those who complain about the events of these days have no 
justification at all, for Hashem runs the world as He sees fit; everything we do is 
under His supervision, and all secrets are revealed to him. 
   
Chapter 20 
 
One Must Not Second-Guess G-d's Ways 
 
To those who have various questions and complaints against that which we see 
happening with our nation, allow me not to hold my tongue from asking some 
questions of my own:  
* Why was the Patriarch Abraham descended from his father Terach, an worshipper 
and trader of idols? Couldn't he have been born the son of a good, upright man?   
* Why were Peretz (an ancestor of King David) and Zerach the offspring of Yehuda 
and his daughter-in-law Tamar?   
* Ruth, too77 - an ancestor of the soul of King David and the soul of the Messiah - 
was descended from the incestuous union of Lot and his daughter - why?  
 
The answer to these questions is that we believe without a doubt that these 
phenomenon are rooted in very deep spiritual secrets, known only to the most 
special individuals from among those who understand these matters. And whoever 
does not believe this is called a sinner for sure; it cannot be that one who fears and 
stands in awe of G-d's word would even consider asking why G-d chose this course 
of action and not another.  Rather, all events - including the beginning stages of the 
Redemption that we see in our time - are governed by G-d's supervision. We must 
know and believe that everything that happens, whether large or small, is under G-
d's control. This is our faith, and it is the very basis of the entire Torah. And when a 
person believes that everything is under His supervision, he believes that everything 
that occurs is for the best. 
 
The author of Menorat HaMaor78 explains the verse, "To Him alone Who does great 
wonders"79 as follows:  
 "The Sages teach that a baal ha-ness, the beneficiary of a miracle, often does 
not recognize it.  Many times, G-d performs a miracle for a person, and the person 
perceives it in the opposite manner.  For people are sometimes blind - they see 
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without realizing what they're seeing, and they hear without realizing what they're 
hearing. What they think is bad for them often turns out good, and the opposite as 
well. One must therefore always bless and thank G-d for everything." 
 
And if this is true for individuals, then how much more so is it valid for the entire 
Nation of Israel in the Land of Israel, "the Land towards which Hashem's eyes are 
always directed", in which whatever G-d does for us is for the best. And the day 
known to G-d will come, and we will all merit to clearly see G-d's salvation, as is 
written, "They will see eye to eye when G-d returns to Zion".80 
 
Chapter 21 
 
No Security Living Outside the Land 
 
Our Sages in the Talmud81 taught:  Jews outside the Land are "idol-worshippers in 
purity." R. Sar-Shalom of Belz commented: "In Hebrew, idol-worship is called 'foreign 
work' - meaning that Jews outside the Land perform work and do things that will 
remain foreign to them. Whatever they build and whatever they accomplish on 
foreign soil may start out as theirs, but will ultimately become foreign to them; all the 
benefits and abundance they bring to their host countries, will in the end provide 
them themselves with no benefits."82  
 
page 29: 
Whoever confidently views himself as a citizen of a foreign country is living in error, 
misleading himself and others, and bringing evil upon himself and his descendants. 
Come and see what the Gaon Yaavetz wrote in his commentary on the Siddur: 
 "...And do not think of ever settling outside the Land, G-d forbid. For this was 
the sin of our forefathers83 that led to a 'weeping for generations' - the sin of rebuffing 
the Land. It was this sin that caused us such suffering throughout the generations, 
with nary an opportunity to live in serenity." 
 
The Yaavetz further wrote: 
 "Even if we had committed only this one sin, that of not appropriately 
mourning the destruction of Jerusalem, it would have been sufficient to lengthen our 
Exile. In my opinion, this sin is the strongest and most obvious explanation for all the 
horrific and terrible persecutions and devastation that befell us wherever we were 
dispersed throughout the Exile. We were pursued to our necks [with yokes], and 
were never permitted to dwell serenely amidst the Gentiles even in our misery, 
lowliness and poverty - all because the mourning from Jerusalem was removed from 
our hearts as we [tried to] dwell placidly in lands that were not ours. We forgot 
Jerusalem and it did not enter our hearts, and that is why we were like the dead, 
forgotten from the heart. Every generation, our sadness and pain only increased..."   
 
The Sefer Hareidim84 wrote as well: 
 "Just as every individual Jew must love the Nation of Israel, he must also love 
the Land of Israel, and must come to the Land from wherever he may be with great 
yearning, just like a little boy runs to his mother's bosom, for the initial sin that 
brought about generations of weeping was when we rebuffed the Land..." 
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The above idea is expressed in Jeremiah 42,22.85 
 
Come and see what the saintly Rabbi of the Entire Diaspora, the Gaon Rabbi Meir 
Simcha HaCohen of Dvinsk, wrote in his Torah commentary Meshekh Chokhmah:86  
 "The pattern of G-d's Providence in history is that Israel should rest for a 
century or two, after which a storm arises to destroy and devastate without mercy... 
They will be dispersed far and wide, they will run to a faraway place, where they will 
once again reunite, become a nation, their Torah will increase, their wisdom will be 
marked, to the extent that they will forget that they are foreigners in a foreign land; 
they will think that this is their birthplace… and then and even stronger storm will 
come along and remind them, 'You are a Jew!' … In exile, the Jew will altogether 
forget from whence he came and will believe that he is a full-fledged citizen... He will 
believe that his Berlin is the [longed-for] Jerusalem ... And then the storm will erupt, 
uprooting him from his source, reminding him that he is a foreigner, that his language 
is actually our holy tongue, that the foreign languages are like clothes to be changed, 
that his source is actually the trunk of Israel, and that his consolation lies in the 
consolations of the Prophets of G-d who prophesied about the Trunk of Jesse [David] 
in the End of Days." (See there at length.) 
 
 
Building Outside the Land is Like Building on Ice 
From all of the above, we understand that all those who strive to fortify and 
strengthen their residence in the foreign lands are in error - for whoever tries to build 
a house and to sustain his residence outside the Land is like one who builds on a 
river of frozen ice; when the sun comes out in force, the ice will melt and the 
buildings upon it will crumble. This is something the wise will understand. 
 
Therefore, everyone must arouse himself and others to come and ascend to Zion, in 
order that in the merit of the increased number of mitzvot performed here in the Land, 
its sanctity and purity will intensify, along the lines of the secret meaning of "Give 
strength to the Lord".87  And then the Messiah will be revealed, and he will gather 
together all the outcasts and the hidden, as we wrote above.  And if we would all 
believe with complete and perfect faith that everything that has befallen us was all 
miracles and part of G-d's Providential plan, we would then merit even more 
miracles, as written above in the name of saintly holy Hida, and the entire Land - 
from the River of Egypt (Nile) to the Great Perat (Euphrates) River - would be in our 
hands. 
 
This is as was written by the Satmar Rebbe of blessed memory,88 on the verse, You 
will draw water in joy from the wells of salvation89: "If Hashem performs a 
miracle, it becomes like a well from which more can be drawn... as is written, 'The 
sea saw and receded, the Jordan will turn back'.90 The verse did not say the 
Jordan turned back, but rather, will turn back, meaning that since the sea saw and 
receded, the Jordan in the future will turn back, for the splitting of the Red Sea had 
an effect on the Jordan." 
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Chapter 22 
 
The First Miracles:  
G-d's Miracles at the Establishment of the State 
 
From all of the above, we understand that everything that occurred to us [with the 
establishment of the State] - when the foreigners living here were vomited out of the 
Land, in fulfillment of the verse "the Land vomited out its residents"91 - was the 
beginning of the miracle, and more is yet to come.  G-d will show us great wonders 
and miracles, up until the time that the Land will vomit out the remnants of the 
foreigners, and we will then merit to truly inherit the Land, as is written, "Little by 
little I will expel them before you... until you multiply and inherit the Land,"92 
may it come speedily in our days, Amen. 
 
Chapter 23 
 
Why Spirituality Declines: Discord Among the Leaders 
 
Those who complain about the decline of spirituality here in the Land of Israel must 
know that the reason for this is because we have failed to unite all the great leaders 
of the generation.  The discord and disunity among them is the reason we have 
reached this situation.  See what the saintly ministering angel, the Olelot Ephraim, 
wrote about this:  
 "The hearts of the great Torah leaders of the generation are separated one 
from another, they never are of one mind, and they envy one another. this is why 
they do not unite into one group to repair the breaches of the generation - and truth 
and faith thus remain alone, with no one to seek and pursue them. The rest of the 
nation disperses, each one to his own tent, with every man following the path of his 
arbitrary heart, doing whatever he sees fit, and always able to find 49 reasons why 
the reptile in his hand is actually pure.  They mix holiness and profanity, rendering 
the righteous like the evil, the elder like the small.  You can see for yourselves that 
this situation is not brought about by G-d, but rather by ourselves.  For G-d will not 
bring bad upon us,93 and evil does not descend from above; rather, we are running 
towards the cursed waters, just like the Egyptians who ran towards the waters of the 
Red Sea closing in on them.94  Hashem distanced Himself from man because they 
were distanced one from another. This is why we dwell in darkness, with our stone 
walls destroyed, because the foundations are destroyed and not built. Instead of 
being the Guardians of the City, it is the city of destruction; in the greatness of their 
majesty, the solidity of their leaders was broken,95 while the remainder, the simpler 
levels, dispersed to their own tents, to rebel in his own home according to various 
instructions, taking upon themselves evil statutes that G-d did not make known in 
Israel,96 and no one says, 'Restore'97… and truth is thrown to the ground." (See there 
at length.)  
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Chapter 24 
 
To Dwell in the Land is to Take Shelter Beneath the Divine Presence 
 
page 37: 
Every single person who fears G-d and who is in awe of His word, and yet still lives 
outside the Land of Israel, must shed a river of tears for having distanced the close 
and brought near that which is far, and for having blocked Divine abundance from 
reaching Israel – diverting it to the Gentiles instead.  For it is known that one who 
dwells in the Land is as one who takes shelter beneath the holy Divine Presence, as 
the righteous commentator Rabbeinu Bachye writes (Parashat Haazinu):  
 He who dwells in the Land of Israel is living in the King‟s palace that is called 
G-d‟s Land, G-d‟s Inheritance.  And every area that is outside the Land is known in 
the Bible as “outside” and “tents of evil,” while the Sages call these areas “land of 
idol- and star- worship.”  The land outside the Land of Israel, in its very earth and air, 
is impure and defiles others; but the Holy Land is the height of the righteous, as King 
David wrote, “I will walk before G-d in the lands of life”,98 and in Isaiah it is 
written, “He who takes shelter in Me will inherit the Land and the mountain of 
My holiness”.99  

 
The Gaon Yaavetz wrote in his commentary to the Siddur : 

Israel is called “G-d‟s inheritance,” and the Land is His inheritance, and the 
Torah is dependent upon both – on the Nation of G-d and on the inheritance of G-d.  
And whoever discards one, in truth is also discarding the second. 
 
Chapter 25 
 
The Obligation to Make Aliyah, Per the Talmud 
 
In light of the above words of truth, we can understand the following Talmudic 
passage:100 
 Resh Lakish (Rabbi Shimon bar Lakish) was swimming in the Jordan River, 
and Raba bar Bar Chana approached and offered him a hand.  Resh Lakish said, “G-
d! I hate you! For it is written, If it is a wall, we will build upon it a palace of 
silver,101 meaning that if you would have made yourselves into a 'wall' and come en-
masse to the Land of Israel during the time of Ezra the Scribe, you would have been 
likened to 'silver,' which cannot rot. (See there at length.)  

 
Not only Resh Lakish, but all the Sages of the Land of Israel hated those of 
Babylonia, for the same reason: Tthey did not come to the Land of Israel, as is taught 
in Tractate Menachot, page 100a; see there and in Rashi‟s commentary.  

 
Open your eyes and see! The Sages of the Land of Israel allowed themselves to say 
openly they “hate” the Sages of Babylonia!  This would seem to be a violation of the 
Biblical command, “Do not hate your brother.”102 Yet they spoke this way in order 
to show us the extent of the obligation for a Jew to live in the Land of Israel – in 
contrast with those who base their objection to Aliyah on another Talmudic passage 
regarding the Three Oaths.103 
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Should Israeli Jews Hate American Jews? 
What better authority do we have than the pious Resh Lakish, who said outright that 
he hates his counterparts in Babylonia because they did not come en-masse, as a 
"wall," to the Land – and that they had they done so, the Holy Temple would not have 
been destroyed for the second time. Rav Zera, as well, who authored the above-
mentioned passage in Ketubot regarding the Three Oaths, ended up changing his 
mind in favor of Aliyah, like the Sages of the Land of Israel.  As we learn in the 
Medrash Rabba:104 

 Rav Zera went out to the market to buy something, and he said to the man 
who was weighing the produce, “Make sure to weigh it carefully.”  To which the man 
retorted, “You‟re not leaving here, you Babylonian, whose ancestors destroyed our 
Temple.” Rav Zera said, “Are my ancestors not the same as [yours]?” He entered the 
Study Hall, and he heard Rav Shila interpreting the verse If it is a wall, we will build 
upon it a palace of silver [in the same way as Resh Lakish], that if Israel had come 
to Israel as a wall, the Second Temple would not have been destroyed.  Rav Zera 
said, “That ignoramus taught me a good lesson.” 

 

Chapter 26 

 

A Little in the Land of Israel is Worth More than the Abundance of Abroad 

 
The Medrash Yalkut Shimoni teaches:105  
               It is better to have dry bread and serenity in there than a house full of 
offerings of strife. Rav Yochanan said: This means that even if one eats only bread 
and salt every day, but lives in the Land, he will merit the World to come – as 
opposed to one who lives outside the Land, which is full of strife, robbery and theft.   
 
The work Zimrat HaAretz106 on the above Medrash teaches us the greatness of 
dwelling in the Land of Israel – even though more physical abundance may be found 
abroad: 

This means that at the current time, due to our sins, the lowly servant girl – 
namely, the area outside the Land of Israel – has assumed all the abundance of 
blessing, while her mistress, the Land of Israel, receives only a little bit.  Yet despite 
this, the small amount that comes to the holy air of the Holy Land is much preferred 
over the abundance in chutz laaretz via the defiled air under the auspices of the 
Ministers of the Gentiles.  The is the meaning of “it's better to eat dry bread” - 
because the world's very  existence is due to the merit of whatever Torah study and 
good deeds are done in Israel, while all the Torah and deeds that are accomplished 
outside the Land are stolen and waylaid by the impure ministers.  This is the meaning 
of the verse, "The gold of the Land is good"107 – there is no Torah like the Torah of 
the Land of Israel, and there is no wisdom like the wisdom of the Land of Israel. 
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Chapter 27 

 
Added Value:  
Torah Study and Good Deeds in the Land of Israel 
 
From here we see that those pious people who fear the word of G-d and are careful 
in the performance of His commandments, must understand that learning Torah 
outside the Land strengthens our enemies and those who wish us harm. On the other 
hand, learning Torah here in the Land of Israel strengthens the forces of sanctity and 
the Divine Presence, along the lines of the secret meaning of the verse Give 
strength to G-d.108 
 
And the Zohar109 writes as follows: 
 The letters of Moshe - mem, shin, heh - became mixed-up by the Mixed 
Multitude and became the letters of desolation - shin, mem, heh - alluding to the fact 
that the Mixed Multitude will be destroyed when the Redeemer arrives. Furthermore, 
the words I will return there [shamah, again the letters shin, mem, heh] mean that 
in the future, Moshe will return to the Mixed Multitude in the final Exile in order to find 
and retrieve those who have sparks of holiness, and he will walk among them in the 
desolation of Exile, as his name changes from Moshe (mem, shin, heh) to Desolation 
(shin, mem, heh). 
  
The above can be understood in light of the point that we quoted from the work 
Zimrat Haaretz, that the abundance of prayers outside the Land are taken by the evil 
ministers and they become a form of "desolation."  However, in the Land of Israel, 
the prayers are a form of a prayer for Moshe, the man of G-d,110 because they can 
arise to the level of atzilut that is called Moshe; understand this.   
 

28Chapter  
 
The Great Mitzvah of Living in the Land of Israel 
 
It is written in the work Birkat Haaretz:111 

...We have written already that there is no mitzvah [Torah commandment] that 
applies every place, at all times, at every hour and minute of the day and night, 
whether he is awake or sleeping – other than the mitzvah of living in the Land of 
Israel. Similarly, there is no good deed that is comparable to this one… (See there at 
length.) 
 
And so did the Gaon of Vilna write as well: 
 There are no mitzvot into which a person places his entire being, except for 
two: being in Jerusalem, and living in a Sukkah on Sukkot.   The sign for these is the 
verse112 ויהי בשלם סוכו, alluding to Shalem, an early name for Jerusalem, and the next 
word suko, referring to Sukkah.  
 
Who can hear these ideas and still remain living in chutz laaretz, bound up with the 
sitra achra, the Other Side?  How fortunate is the man who merits to personally fulfill 
this verse:  
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 מי יתן לי אבר כיונה אעופה ואשכונה

Would that I had wings like a dove to fly and live113 
 
-- to fly and live in the Land of Israel.  Let us see what is written in the the work Shaar 
HaHatzer (Gateway to the Courtyard):  
 The Medrash teaches that G-d originally told Abraham to go just to see the 
Land of Israel and then return - and after he returned, G-d did not allow him to go 
back for another five years.  Throughout those five years, Abraham longed to go 
back to the Land, reciting these verses:  “Would that I had wings like a dove to fly 
and live; I would wander far, and lodge in the wilderness” – meaning, "It is better 
to sleep in wilderness of the Land of Israel, and not in the palaces of chutz laaretz."  
Abraham was most anxious to return to the Land, and when he was finally given 
permission, the Torah tells us, “Abraham went, as he was commanded to by G-
d.”  Before he first saw the Land, he did not lust for it, but after he arrived and saw 
prophetically the grandeur of its holiness, his longing was aroused.  Therefore, let us 
learn from him, for all generations: We, Abraham’s descendants, must long for 
the Land just like he did – even though those who presently dwell there are 
enduring difficulties, we will still be happy and accept the Land's tribulations with joy. 

 
Chapter 29 
 
Seeking to Condemn Those Who Dwell in the Land 
 
Given all we have quoted from saintly mouths, we understand that those who seek to 
find blemishes in the Land and those who live there do this only in order to cover up 
their own arrogance. They think of themselves, "I am, and there is no one else 
beside me."114  This is why they do not enjoy Divine assistance in making the move 
to the Land of Israel, where they would be able to merit seeing the face of the 
master, the G-d of Israel.115   
 
As is written in the Medrash Shochar Tov: 

 Give thanks to G-d, call out His Name:116 Rabi Yosi bar  
Chalafta said to his son Rabi Yishmael, “If you wish to see the Divine 

Presence in This World, you must engage in the Torah of the Land of Israel, as is 
written, ועזו בקשו פניו תמיד' דרשו ה   - Seek out G-d and His strength, seek His face 
always.117 
 
This Medrash is discussed in the work Reishit Chokhmah,118 which explains: 
 The word עוז, strength, refers to Torah, as is written, May G-d grant strength 
to His People,119 and תמיד, always, refers to the Land of Israel, as is written, G-d's 
eyes are always upon it.120  This means  
that the chief manner of adherence to G-d in achieving the highest spiritual life is in 
the Land of Israel, and especially in Jerusalem, as the Jerusalem on Earth is 
precisely positioned to correspond with the Jerusalem on High. 
 
And the Holy Zohar121 also states: 
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 Rav Yehuda said: Fortunate is the lot of one who merited, during his lifetime, 
to set his domicile in the Holy Land, for such a person has merited to bring from the 
dew [the abundance] of the heavens above to the earth below. And whoever has 
merited to forge links in his lifetime with this holy land, will merit to later forge links 
with the upper holy land." 
 
Chapter 30 
 
Humility Helps Us Achieve the Land of Israel 
 
As long as a person has the negative traits of arrogance and pride, he will not be 
able to merit all this goodness, nor will he be able to merit the Land of Israel.  But if 
he repents, and takes hold of the traits of humility and submissiveness, he will then 
be helped to comprehend the sanctity of the Land and to long for it; our Sages teach 
that whoever comes to be purified, is helped along.   
 
The author of Birkat HaAretz writes:122 
 The Torah states, “The Land is very, very good.”123 Its repetition of the 
word „very” can be understood according to the dictum of our Sages, “Be very, very 
humble” - for it is impossible to sense the holiness of the Land unless he is very, very 
humble, and then he will see that the Land is very, very good.  For this reason, the 
Land was called Canaan, from the Hebrew root meaning “surrender” – for without 
true surrender and meekness, one cannot feel the Land‟s sanctity. 

 
Chapter 31 
 
He Who Resides in the Land is Surrounded by Sanctity 
 
In the work Kedushat HaAretz, we find: 
 The general rule is that one who has merited to dwell in the Land is 
surrounded by holiness on all sides – up, down, inside and outside.  How so?  

 Down: He is standing on holy earth.  

 Up: The Gates of Heaven are open towards the Land of Israel, as the 
Patriarch Jacob said after his dream, “This is the Gate of Heaven.”124   

 Outside: He is surrounded by the air in which the Divine Presence dwells.   

 Inside: He receives a new soul from the World of Formation, opening his heart 
to receive the Kingship of Heaven. As we learn in Medrash Torat Cohanim, on 
the verse, I will give you the Land of Canaan, to be your G-d:125 Every Jew 
who lives in the Land and accepts G-d upon himself is guaranteed to receive 
the World to Come.   

 
"My sons, my sons," continues the Kedushat Haaretz, "what more I can tell you and 
what more can I recount to you? This is a holy land, a holy land."  (See there at 
length.) 

 
In the same work, on the next page, we read: 
 Whoever comes to live in the Holy Land and begins to feel that he was a 
better servant of G-d in chutz laaretz, must repeat the words of Jacob after his 
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dream, “Verily G-d is in this place”126 … And he should know that if he does not 
sense the holiness in the Land, the problem is with him, as Jacob continued, “And I 
didn’t know.” And he should live securely and happily in the knowledge that he has 
merited to live in the Holy Land. 

 
Chapter 32 
 
A Mitzvah to Believe in the Goodness of the Land 
 
In the above work127 we also read as follows: 

I will raise my voice and cry out: Why do we not seek out and study the great 
advantages of dwelling in the Land of Israel?  Hear the words of the Shelah 
HaKadosh: 

One must read the account of the sacrificial offerings of 
the 12 Princes of the Tribes128 very carefully, even 
though each sacrifice is the same as all the others. 
Because if there were no special deep secrets and 
meanings for each one, the Torah would not have listed 
them all separately, but would have rather written one 
account for all – for the Torah does not have a single 
unnecessary letter. 

 
Given this, the Kedushat Haaretz continues, let us now see how many times the 
Torah repeats that the Land of Israel is good:  

 …to bring them to that Land, a good and broad land (Shmot 3),  

 Allow me to pass and see the good Land (Dvarim 3,25),  

 For you are passing through and you will inherit this good Land (ibid. 
4,22),  

 So that it will be good for you and you will come and inherit this good 
Land (ibid. 6,18),  

 For Hashem your G-d brings you to a good Land (ibid. 8,7),  

 You will eat, be satiated, and bless Hashem your G-d upon the good 
Land He has given you (ibid. 8,10),  

 The good Land that G-d has given you (ibid. 11,17),  

 Keep and seek out all the commandments of Hashem your G-d, in order 
that you will inherit the good Land (Chronicles 1 28,8). 

 
It is clear from these repetitions and the emphasis on how good our Land is that we 
must believe that living in the Land of Israel is good, just like we believe that sitting in 
a Sukkah or putting on tefillin is the eternal good.   
 
For this precisely was the sin of the generation of the 12 Spies, for sending the 
scouts and not believing in G-d Who said that He had given them a good land. This 
was such a terrible sin that Hashem vowed that that generation would not enter the 
Land.  And the same is true now for whoever does not believe the words of our 
Sages when they said that we must live in the Land even when it is desolate, and 
even in a town that is mostly Gentile, as opposed to living in a mostly Jewish town in 
chutz laaretz. 
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Chapter 33 
 
Life in Chutz Laaretz: Under the Minister of Gentiles 
 
page 47:  
Commenting on the verse, "They went and worshipped other gods,"129  the 
Rikanati wrote the following: 
 I do not know why the Torah mentioned in this passage that this occurred in 
one of your gates, for one who worships idols is liable for punishment even in chutz 
laaretz.  The great rabbi, the Ramban (Nahmanides), wrote: "In truth, it is likely that 
the reason within one of your gates is mentioned is because the same verse also 
mentions to transgress His covenant, referring to the abomination done in the 
Land…" This means130 that because the Land of Israel is the land and dominion of 
the Covenant, one who worships idols in the Land is as one who violates the 
Covenant - whereas one who lives outside the Land is already under the auspices of 
foreign ministers' rule, and is therefore as if he committed [yet another level of] idol 
worship. 
 
And on the verse in Parashat Noach, "From these were divided the islands of the 
nations in their lands,"131 he wrote: 
 This verse alludes to the fact that in the Generation of the Tower of Bavel, 
every nation was given a portion of the land, with one ministering angel supervising 
it, for a total number of 70.  These are 70 branches of the Supreme Tree, 70 
ministers encircling the Throne of Glory; in the Song of Songs they are called the 
"watchmen who patrol the city,"132 because each of them protect their nations from 
Divine decrees.  Israel, alone among the nations, is not under a minister's dominion; 
Israel is G-d's portion, as is written, "His nation is a portion of G-d,"133 and 
"Hashem has chosen Yaakov,"134 and "The Lord is my portion, says my 
soul",135 and "The nation that He chose as His inheritance".136  And among the 
lands, the Land of Israel is alone in having no minister upon it; the blessed G-d on 
high alone is its ruler.  This is the Kabbalistic secret of the verse, "For Your name is 
called upon Your city and Your people".137 
 
Furthermore, our master Rabi Chaim Vital wrote:138  
 This exile is greater than the exile of Egypt... This is the meaning of "I shall 
be full with her that is laid waste",139 about which our Sages of blessed memory 
said, "Tyre was built only from the ruins of Jerusalem." (See there at length.) 
 
 
Based on all that we have quoted above from the Sages of Truth (Kabbalist 
scholars), we can understand the Sages' dictum that one who lives outside the Land 
is as if he is worshipping idols.  For by dwelling in chutz laaretz, he is filling and 
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supporting Tyre, which is the "female of the impure shell." But he who comes to the 
Land of Israel thus fills and supports Jerusalem, the "female of holiness."   
The Importance of the Individual 
After reading the above, one might ask: "Who am I that I can make the difference in 
such sublime matters?"  Let us therefore look at what the RaShash wrote in the 
introduction to Rehovot HaNahar [that I reprinted anew], page 3b, which explains the 
importance of each individual in the performance of the mitzvot: 
 This is the greatness of the commandments and the prayers, and everyone 
improves and raises up various matters according to his own level. In the incense in 
the Holy Temple, each spice accomplishes what another one cannot; even the lowly 
galbanum has an effect that the frankincense does not have.  Therefore, every one 
needs each other, and no one in Israel can do what the other can do. And in 
accordance with the clarification that is accomplished, power is added above, and... 
more abundance descends to influence the lower worlds.  And via this abundance 
that descends, more strength is added in the lower worlds to choose and clarify and 
raise… [see there]." 
 
The rebuilding of Jerusalem is like the rebuilding of the entire world, as is written in 
the Tikkunei Zohar that I reprinted.140  
 
Those Who Don't Lift a Finger 
And since there are those who don't lift a finger to help settle the Land, encouraging 
themselves by citing the verse, "G-d is the builder of Jerusalem,"141 I would like to 
refer them to Chapter 4 of Medrash Shmuel:  

Rabi Yishmael and Rabi Akiva were walking on the outskirts of 
Jerusalem, and a third man joined up with them.  They met up with a man 
who was ill, who asked the two rabbis, "My teachers, can you tell me how 
to cure myself?"  They told him, "Take such-and-such medicine until you 
are healed."   

The man who accompanied them objected, saying, "Who brought the 
illness upon him?"  They answered: "The Holy One, Blessed be He."  The 
man countered, "And you intervened in His business?  He made the man 
sick, and you come along and cure him?!" 

They answered him with a question: "In what work do you engage?"  He 
said, "I work the land; here is my scythe."  They asked him, "Who created 
the earth and its vineyards?"  He answered: "The Holy One, Blessed be 
He," whereupon they said, "And you intervene in something that G-d did?  
He created the land, and you eat from its fruit?!" 

The man answered, "Don't you see the scythe in my hand? If not for me 
going out to plow the land and fertilize it and uproot the weeds, it would 
not grow a thing!" 

The rabbis then said to him, "Don't you see that a man is similar to the 
earth? As the verse states, 'Man - his days are like grass.'142  Just like a 
tree does not grow if it is not properly taken care of, and does not live if it 
is not given water, the same is true with man.  What fertilizer and water 
do for a tree, medicines do for a man; and what the farmer does for the 
earth, a doctor does for people." 
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Similarly, every person is obligated to take active part in helping to build the Land. 
And this is what it means that "G-d is the builder of Jerusalem;" we are to work 
with G-d in everything that we do. 
 
Chapter 34 
 
A Return to the Land is a Return to One's Source 
 
Anyone who stems from the seed of Avraham Avinu is undoubtedly from the "source 
of sactity" and as such, longs to return to Eretz Yisrael.  As is written in Shaar 
HeHatzer:143 

    It is known that the nature of all things, when they are separated or 
detached from their source, is to energetically and zealously strive to 
return to the source from whence they came.  Of the four basic 
elements, two - earth and water - originate here below, and the source of 
the other two - wind and fire - is above.  Therefore, if we wish to throw a 
fistful of earth or water upwards, an external force is required, as they 
tend to go downwards, towards their source.  But if we stand on a roof 
and drop them down, they will fall on their own, with no outside 
intervention required; in fact, the closer they get to their source, they will 
go faster and faster. 

    On the other hand, wind and fire strive to rise, towards their source. 
We see this when we look at a candle burning or at any fire, or if we fill a 
balloon with air and put it in water, it will float upwards on its own - all 
because of the desire to return to its source above. 

      A parallel situation exists with the Jew.  His source and origin is 
rooted above, while his branches are below. The early commentators 
explained that this is a reason for the Torah's prohibition on shaving the 
corners of the head [sideburns] - to teach that the source of the righteous 
man is above. 

    We see a similar idea regarding the death of tzadikim [righteous 
people]. Just like the nature of all things is to strive to adhere and return 
to their source, so too, when the Torah mentions the death of tzadikim, it 
uses the word "near" (as in, 'The days of Jacob drew near to his 
death,'144) indicating the desire and urge of the righteous people to 
return to their source and to draw near to their roots. 

   And this is why the Patriarchs so strongly yearned to be buried in the 
Land of Israel, the root and source from which mankind was formed, as 
our Sages explained on the verse, "His earth shall atone for him"145- 
"He was born from the place of his atonement.' 

  And the Patriarch Abraham, after G-d told him Lech Lecha, i.e., Go to 
your source in the Land of Israel, began to feel a powerful urge and 
desire to come to the Land, and everything he did was geared towards 
that end. He did not rest until he attained this goal of reaching Eretz 
Yisrael. As the Torah describes: 'He traveled and went southward'.146  
It is clear that the verse is telling us more than its plain meaning - for if 
he traveled, then he surely went!  Rather, it means to tell us that he was 
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always traveling towards the Land, even when the rest of the world was 
not moving.   

  And Isaac, his son, was a "pure sacrificial offering," in that he never 
the left the Land at all - for it was the place of his origin and source.  The 
Patriarch Jacob, too, commanded his sons to return his body from Egypt 
to the Holy Land after his death. Jacib's son Joseph left a similar 
command, and Moses wanted powerfully to come to this Holy Land, as 
did all the Prophets after him - just as is the nature of everything to seek 
to return to its source. 

 
With this in mind, we can conclude that every person who considers himself a 
student of the Patriarch Abraham must fulfill that which is written in Hosea,147 "Let us 
know and pursue, in order to know G-d."  Like Abraham who did not rest even 
when everyone else was at rest, we must not let our eyes close until "we arise and 
ascend to Beit El,"148 the city and land of our sanctity and glory.  
 
For Israel's dwelling in the Land of Israel is what G-d wants; it gives rest and respite 
to the Divine Presence, and it will bring about our salvation as quickly as possible 
from the Prophet's curse, "And to the Land of Israel they will not come."149  As is 
explained in the Talmud:150 

 "When R. Elazar left Babylonia for the Holy Land, he said,  
I have been saved from one.'  

Rashi explains this to mean that he was saved from "one of the curses," namely, the 
above-mentioned curse of not returning to the Land. The Talmud also states there 
that R. Zera as well, when he went to Eretz Yisrael, could not find a bridge to cross 
over, and so he took a board and a rope and crossed over - and all this because he 
feared that he would not merit the privilege of entering the Land.  In addition, when R. 
Zera finally reached the Land, he fasted for 100 days in order to forget what he had 
learned outside the Land.151 

 
Chapter 35 
 
Why Did Rav Zera Starve Himself? 
 
page 56: 
Other Talmudic Sages came from Babylonia to the Land of Israel, yet we do not find 
that anyone other than Rav Zera fasted – 100 fasts! – in order to forget the Torah he 
learned outside the Land. How can this be explained? 
 
It can be said allegorically that Rav Zera wished to have a particular teaching of his 
be forgotten – namely, the matter of the Three Oaths, including one that Israel must 
not return en masse, or "as a wall," to the Land of Israel. He saw in his prophetic 
wisdom that there would come a time when people would use this teaching to justify 
why they were not returning to the Holy Land, and so he fasted in order that this 
teaching might be forgotten. For when he himself came to the Holy Land, he merited 
the privilege of hearing from the Sages of the Land that if the Jewish People had 
come "as a wall," the Holy Temple would not have been destroyed.  He therefore 
retracted his teaching about the Three Oaths, as we wrote above in the name of the 
Medrash. 
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Chapter 36 
 
Residence in the Land: A Refuge from the World's Dangers 
 
page 62: 
A famous story about Avraham Avinu has important ramifications for Jews living 
today in Exile. R. Yitzchak in the Medrash teaches this parable:  

A man was traveling from place to place, and saw a palace alight. He said, 
'Could this palace be without a master?'  The master of the palace then peeked out 
at him, and said, 'I am the master of this palace.' 
 So too with Avraham. He looked around the world, and said, 'Could this world 
be without a master and leader?' G-d then peeked down at him and said, 'I am the 
Master of the Universe.' 
 
The Y'dei Moshe and other commentators explain that when the Medrash says 
Avraham saw the palace alight, it means that he saw it burning. Furthermore, when 
Avraham saw no one extinguishing the fire, he thought that there must be no one in 
charge. The master then looked out and said, "I am the master – and it is my will that 
the palace burn…" This means that G-d said, "It is My will that the evil ones should 
be destroyed, and therefore you, Avraham, should Lech Lecha, get yourself going 
away from these evil ones, to the Land I will show you." 
 
Without a doubt, the above words were not taught merely about what happened to 
Avraham in the past, but rather mainly for the future – to show the Nation of Israel the 
dangers of living outside the Land. Every intelligent person understands that the 
world is on the verge of destruction, just like a burning palace; all the governments 
are amassing weapons and tools of destruction, and the dangers are very great.  But 
the Land of Israel is safe. Regarding the Land, the Prophet152 says, "I will be a wall 
of fire around her, and will be the glory in her midst." And the Bible further 
states,153 "No tool formed against you shall succeed, and every tongue that 
rises against you in judgment, you shall find guilty."  
 
Chapter 37 
 
The Privilege of Being Pushed Out 
 
Whoever has merit, therefore, will be privileged to hear the Heavenly voice crying 
out, Lech Lecha – Go, you, get going from your country and birthplace… to the 
Land. As is written in the Medrash HaGadol on Parashat Lech Lecha: 

R. Yehuda son of R. Shimon said in the name of R. Hanina: This is how G-d 
appeared to Avraham, like one who pushes his friend to "get going."  From this we 
learn that if one who has merit, he will experience something "pushing" him out of the 
Diaspora and to the Land of Israel. 
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Chapter 38 
 
Living in Exile: A Dangerous Net 
 
page 64: 
Anyone with intelligence must understand that all of chutz laaretz is truly a trap, a net 
in which must be very cautious not to become ensnared. As the great Yaavetz 
wrote154:  
 Know that lust blinds people so that they cannot see the net open before 
them. I will provide you with an example from birds. Before a bird locates food, he is 
very careful about nets, realizing that they are a danger to him and designed to 
ensnare him. But once he sees food, even though it is in a net, his eyes become 
closed to the net, and he thinks it is there for no reason at all. This is the way of all 
those who scheme; their lust blinds their eyes and mind.   
 This is "open rebuke." And for this reason, the Mishna warns, "Calculate the 
benefit you receive from a sin as opposed to the loss." For it is known that we are 
comprised of both matter (chomer) and form (tzurah); in terms of form, we are like 
angels, but in terms of matter, we are like animals – imprinted with the bad trait of 
living only for the present. This is why we must "calculate".  As King Solomon wrote 
at the beginning of his work Proverbs155 (Mishlei), "For no heed is taken of the 
net…" – for there is no greater enticement than that. 
 
How fortunate is he for whom this metaphor is always in his mind; may we always 
know that our residence in Exile is like living in a trap. Heaven forbid.  
 
page 67: 
And so, when I the insignificant perceived the greatness of the commandment of 
settling the Land, and its importance to each and every one of the Children of Israel, 
and its outstanding value to the Nation of Israel – it is a commandment that is equal 
to all the other commandments together156 – I girded my loins and gathered my 
strength to collect from among the various Rabbinic teachings on this matter, as the 
reader's eyes can clearly perceive.  I do not say "Accept my words!" - for they are not 
my words, but rather those of the Living G-d, handed down through our Sages of 
blessed memory and of great Torah giants.   
 
The main goal of the reader should be not to judge the one who is repeating these 
words, but rather the words themselves, as the saintly Satmar Rebbe wrote157 on the 
words of Isaiah: "Who among you fears G-d and hearkens to the voice of His 
servant… look to the Rock from whence you are hewn."158  The Satmar Rebbe 
asks why G-d is referred to as a "Rock," and how this is connected to one of the next 
verses, which talks about G-d's comforting and rebuilding of Zion.  After referring the 
reader to Rashi's commentary, the Rebbe explains as follows:  
 "The time for our Divine Redemption has already arrived; kalu kol hakitzin – 
all the designated 'ends' have come and gone - and the only thing on which it 
depends now is our repentance.  Therefore, whoever comprehends this fact must 
reprove his comrade and bring him back to the path of goodness – because, most 
unfortunately, the destruction and the Exile are the result of the fact that we do not 
reprove one another…    
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 But in fact there are two impediments causing us not to reprove and accept 
reproof. One is that the subject of the reproof tends not to want to hear, because he 
feels that he is greater than the one giving the reproof. Regarding this, our Sages 
have said, 'Who is wise? He who learns from every man.' This means that he should 
not look at who is talking to him, but rather at what he is saying – words of the Living 
G-d, as is written, בשרות צבא רבהמ, יתן אומר' ה – G-d gives the word: The 
harbingers are a great host.159 And King David, too, said, מכל מלמדי השכלתי – I 
have learned from all my teachers.160 

 The second impediment is on the part of the one giving the reproof. For our 
Sages have taught us161 that one must "decorate himself" before he tries to decorate 
others – i.e., he must be sure that he himself is free of sin – yet Who can say, 'I 
have made my heart clean, I am pure of sin'?162  This is truly an impediment, yet 
the solution is that one who truly wants to bring others to the correct path must, 
before he opens his mouth in public, repent in his heart and take upon himself to 
abandon the sinful paths he has taken. As King David wrote: I wished to do your 
will, O G-d… I delivered the message of justice among a large congregation, I 
will not imprison my lips, O G-d you know.  This means that when I wish to do 
Your will and deliver Your message of justice to others, I will not block my mouth 
from reproving others, because – or, when - You, G-d, know my true thoughts. 
 
Chapter 39 
 
The Rishonim Made Aliyah With Tremendous Self-Sacrifice 
 
page 73: 
Throughout the generations, the Jewish People's greatest rabbis and sages longed 
to ascend to Zion, even though the very voyage alone was a great danger.  The few 
who merited to settle in the Land suffered greatly; "bread of affliction and water of 
pressure" was their lot, and their lives were in constant danger from the resident non-
Jews who took every opportunity to attack the few Jews there.  And yet, despite the 
great hardships, they turned their backs on the luxuries of the other lands, and chose 
to reside in the Land of Israel. 
 
Returning the Stolen Object 
Everyone to whom G-d has given a share in the Hidden Wisdom knows and 
understands that the longing to frequent Hashem's courtyards in the Land of Israel 
stems from a clear knowledge of the truth – namely, that whoever dwells outside the 
Land, even though he might fulfill the entire Torah, is still deficient in the critical 
commandment of Teshuvah, repentance.  This is based on the inner, hidden 
meaning of the verse והשיב את הגזלה אשר גזל, He must return the stolen object 
(g'zeilah) that he stole.163 The Torah uses the word g'zeilah, and not gezel, turning 
our attention to the extra letter heh at the end of the word.  It means that for as long 
as Israel is still in Exile, then the Divine Presence - alluded to by the heh - is with 
them in Exile. Therefore, each and every Jew must return to the Land in order to fulfill 
the command of "returning the stolen object" - that is, restoring Hashem to the 
Land.   
 
All the tragedies and difficulties that the Nation of Israel has experienced throughout 
the Exile stem from this sin, as the Zohar writes:164  
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 Rabi Shimon clapped his hands and cried, and said, 'Woe unto me if I reveal 
this secret, but woe unto me if I do not, for my friends will then lose the chance to 
know it. The verse165 states: Aha [Woe], L-rd G-d, will You then make a full end of 
the remnant of Israel? What is the word Aha, and what is the explanation of full 
end? The secret is that when the lower-level letter heh of G-d's Name – signifying 
royalty – is banished from the Royal Palace (via the Destruction of the Holy Temple), 
then the upper-level letter heh of G-d's Name – signifying wisdom – cannot receive 
the blessings from on high. This is alluded to by the word Aha [a corrupted form of G-
d's Name]. 
 
This special teaching from the mouth of the holy Rabi Shimon bar Yochai has to 
arouse anyone who has an understanding heart to see and know the ultimate result 
of dwelling outside the Land.  It must also arouse him to realize that by returning to 
the Land, we are returning the stolen letter heh to its place, and connecting it with the 
other three letters in G-d's Name, making it complete, and eradicating the name of 
Amalek.  And whoever studied even a bit of the Concealed Wisdom [Kabbalah] 
knows that the entire Holy Zohar is built on this fundamental concept.166 

 
All the troubles and tribulations that come upon Israel in particular, and upon the 
world in general, stem from this sin – the sin of our dwelling outside the Land of 
Israel.  As is written in the Holy Zohar:167  

 Rav Yehuda said: We have learned that from the day the Holy Temple was 
destroyed, there has not been a day without strong anger in judgment. Why is this? 
As we learned: Rav Yudai said in the name of Rav Yeisa:  G-d vowed that He would 
not enter the Upper Jerusalem until Israel enter the lower Jerusalem – and for this 
[the Jewish People not being in the Land], angry judgment is in the world. 
 
This is because it is impossible to unite the worlds anywhere but in the Land of Israel, 
and especially in Jerusalem, which is the "secret of the face."168 

 
Chapter 40 
 
Waiting for Messiah? 
 
Regarding those who think that they must remain in the Diaspora lands until the 
Messiah arrives, we have already written above in the name of Maimonides that they 
are mistaken. We also wrote that nothing can work by exclusively relying on G-d; 
there must always be stimulation and awakening from below. 
 
And so writes the Holy Zohar:169 

 All the practical commandments must be fulfilled via practical actions below 
[in the lower world], in order to arouse the forces of the sefirot above.  

Come and see: One who says that there are things in which this need not be 
done, or that words need not be spoken… let his spirit be evaporated – and this is 
proven from the fact that we are commanded to light the candles and bring the 
incense on the altar. 
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From all the above, we can understand that the Redemption is in our hands; it is 
dependent on us. We must return to the Land of Israel in order to connect all four 
letters of the Divine Name – as is written clearly by the Pitchei Chochmah.170  
 
In this work, we have brought only a small sampling of the vast selection of our 
Sages' teachings, scattered throughout the hundreds of Torah works, that sing the 
praises of the Land of Israel and of the great merit of living there.  "Teach the wise 
man and he will become wiser."171 The great Torah scholars and spiritual leaders 
throughout Israel have the great responsibility of delving deeper and deeper into 
these words and bringing them to the public fore.  
 
And whoever truly loves his nation and his fellow Jews must strive to persuade and 
convince anyone who will listen to him to move to the Land of Israel. And the sooner 
the better, because not all times are equal; if the correct action for today is put off, 
who knows what will be the day after? It could be that the gates of departure that are 
open today in a given place will be closed tomorrow or the next day.  Or it could be 
that a war might break out, making the roads [and even international air routes] 
dangerous for travel – and then those who wish to come will be in the category of 
those who "cry out but are not answered." 
 
We must learn from the past, from that which our Sages alluded to in the Medrash 
Rabba of Shir HaShirim on the verse, "What shall we do for our sister on the day 
that she shall be spoken for."172 The Medrash says: "What shall we do on the day 
that it was decreed that whoever passed the Euphrates, passed, and whoever did 
not, did not."  The Radal explained in his commentary: "They should have gone up to 
the Land of Israel like a wall before this decree was made, and because they did not, 
the sin was instrumental in causing the decree to be decreed upon them." 
 
 
To conclude our words, I would like to present this prayer that was copied from the 
work Bigdei Yesha.  It is a prayer that every person should recite, and he will thus 
merit Divine help. This is the prayer: 
 

May it be Your will, the Lord my G-d and the G-d of my fathers, 
that You might help me, for the sake of the glory of Your name, to love 
the Land of Israel with all my heart - every season, every day, and 
every moment. May I similarly always fulfill the commandment of living 
in the Land of Israel, as is written, You shall dwell in it.  

 
And may I always take delight in living in the Land, and do so 

with great passion, as a child who misses his mother - just as Avraham 
Avinu, peace be upon him, longed for the land. I too, one of his 
offspring: please grant me the merit of this trait as well, so that in its 
merit, I shall be atoned for all my sins and iniquities, from the day I was 
born until today, and even for those in my previous incarnations, and 
even for my having disdained the Land in the desert during the Sin of 
the Spies – as is written, "They despised the beloved land" – and 
having thus caused a weeping for generations.   

 
  May the difficulties of the journey to the Land of Israel be a 
'ransom of my soul,' as is written, "For Your servants hold her stones 
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dear, and cherish her very dust." And grant me the merit of always 
living in the Land until the arrival of the Righteous Redeemer, may it be 
speedily in our times, Amen. 
 
  And enable me to adhere to the Land with joy and good-
heartedness, and may this verse be fulfilled in me: "Who is like Your 
people in Israel, one nation in the Land." And may the light of the 
upper holiness of the Land of Israel shape my soul, my spirit, and my life 
to rise up in sanctity, and to be counted and seen there before the Lord 
G-d of Israel, with the entire community of Israel. 

 
 


